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ABSTRACT
The article explores a new form of intellectual communication called „insafing“, which is a type of communication that
utilizes the elements of Activity Organizing Games, built in accordance with an in-advance-prepared sense scheme. The
scientific and methodological fundamentals of insafing based on the Theory of Dynamic Information Systems (TDIS) and
the methods of cognitive engineering are discussed in the article. The article also provides an example of insafing on the
realization of the project „The country of adventures and travels along Siberian Route“.
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Introduction

Modern civilization faces the growth of the level of inner variety and complexity of projects. The intellectual
saturation of inventions and their exploitation are increasing. The transition to intensive development and
to the implementation of innovations requires formation of new technology of intellectual activity where
the main factor of development is knowledge.
From the antiquity, where mathematics and axiomatics-deductive approach to organizing the arguments appeared, the logic is being formed with forms
of organizing the thinking and the patterns for knowledge management, first of all, terms, views, definitions
and conclusions, the significant progress in techniques
of working with knowledge has not been achieved.
The mentioned constructions determine resolving
power of intellectual culture, where the key limitation
is the adjustment of the listed forms of thought, speech
and writing, introduced, firstly, in a linearized form,
secondly, for working individually.
The introduction of forms for specialists team
work on different issues, tasks and projects should be
relevant to the significant changes in intellectual activity in XX century. The methods of solving the problems by working in team include the following: „serious games“ and their form „command post exercises“,
„Workshop of the future“, „quality control group“,
„foresight“, „brainstorming“. The methodology and

methods of Activity Organizing Games (AOG) have
been in progress in the USSR and nowadays in modern Russia since 1980s (Shchedrovitskiy, 2004). Activity Organizing Games vary in developing of a script (it
should ideally be original for every particular case),
in presence of expert playing technicians and people
motivated to work in a team. The „immersion“ of participants into the game is desirable, when it is held
beyond the work environment avoiding distractive
office and personal factors. It is important for AOG to
schematize the activities needed for solving a problem.
Due to the development of the Internet technology and
mobile communications online communities, distance
learning and interacting systems (teleconferences,
webinars, etc.) are being formed. Quite positive environment for advancement of teamwork methods is set
up. Whereinto, serious intellectual potential might be
engaged.
In line with elaboration of new intellectual technologies that provide formation of innovative ways of
reasoning and creation of new forms of knowledge
management, and that are implemented in the framework of Categorical Systematic Methodology (CSM)
(Razumov, 2004), Theory of Dynamic Information Systems (DIS, TDIS) (Razumov & Sizikov, 2013), we will
give consideration to the new AOG – insafing (Dus et
al., 2014). Insafing was designed for organization of
group work to solve the problems in different fields of
knowledge, education, engineering and management.
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